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Raiders of the Lost Art



When Damien Darhk and Malcolm Merlyn try to capture Rip Hunter in 1967, they create an Aberration big enough to draw the attention of the Legends.  However, when the team arrives they discover that Rip has no memories of his past due to “time drift” and is just a graduate film student.  After trying to convince Rip of who he was, they discover that he possesses an incredibly powerful artifact known as the Spear of Destiny, which the Legion of Doom is after. Ray and Nate realize that the Aberration has also affected them personally making it difficult to help the team. Meanwhile, Rory asks Stein for help and makes him promise to keep it a secret from the team.
Quest roles:
Neal McDonough(Damien Darhk), John Barrowman(Malcolm Merlyn), Matt Angel(George Lucas), Simon Arblaster('Rip'), Jesse Stretch(Biker), Bruce Blain(Desk Sergeant), Daniel Letto('Vandal'), Martin Van Steinburg(Cop)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 January 2017, 20:00
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